Abstract-Emerging Semantic Web technology such as the DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) will support advanced semantic interoperability in the next generation of aerospace architectures. The basic idea of DAML is to mark up artifacts (e.g., documents, sensors, databases, legacy software) so that software agents can interpret and reason with the information. DAML will support the representation of ontologies (which include taxonomies of terms and semantic relations) via extensions to XML. XML alone is not sufficient for agents because it provides only syntactic interoperability that depends on implicit semantic agreements. DAML. is the official starting point for the Web Ontology Language, an emerging standard from the World Wide Web Consortium. This paper will cover promising aerospace applications and significant challenges for Semantic Web technologies. Potential applications include higher-level information fusion, collaboration in both operational and engineering environments and rapid systems integration. The challenges that will be discussed include the complexity of ontology development, automation of markup, semantic mismatch between current object-oriented models and Semantic Web ontologies, scalability issues related to reasoning with large knowledge bases and technology transition issues. The paper will explain ongoing research that is focused on addressing these challenges.
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technologies. This paper will discuss two example applications: higher-level information fusion and rapid systems integration. The challenges include the complexity of ontology development, automation of markup, semantic mismatch between current object-oriented models and Semantic Web ontologies, scalability issues related to reasoning with large knowledge bases and technology transition issues. The paper will explain ongoing research that is focused on addressing these challenges. The next ontology fragment shown below contains a more complex class definition'. It says that an animal-lover is the intersection of a person and an entity that has at least 3 pets. This illustrates the expressiveness of DAML-tOIL, which can be used to model real-world phenomena. As is apparent in the examples above, DAMLtOIL is designed to be machine-readable. . We will discuss two example applications relevant to aerospace: higher-level information fusion and rapid systems integration.
SEMANTIC WEB LANGUAGES
A common activity in command and control, computers, communication,
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (C4ISR) is the fusion of information from multiple heterogeneous sources such as military messages, annotations attached to imagery by analysts and automatically processed sensor data. Figure 2 shows a generic architecture for fusion of battlefield or intelligence data. Level 1 fusion includes processing of raw sensor data such as correlating tracks and parsing messages. In level 2 fusion, numeric and symbolic data fiom multiple sources is combined to produce situation assessments. In level 3 fusion, all data is combined to assess the threat and analyze enemy intentions. There are three key ideas in this ontology-based approach to fusion. First, the data from all sources is semantically grounded by creating markup that references one or more ontologies. When data from various sources produced at different times are semantically marked up against the same set of ontologies then the collection of markup becomes a virtual knowledge base for fusion reasoning. The second key idea is that facts that are not explicitly stated in any single source can be derived automatically from a reasoner based on knowledge in an ontology and other knowledge bases. The third key idea is that static reference knowledge can be leveraged for fusion. DAML ontologies like OpenCyc and DAML knowledge bases like the CIA World Factbook are becoming available to support this type of fusion reasoning. This approach explicitly stated in any single source can be derived automatically from a reasoner based on knowledge in an ontology and other knowledge bases. The third key idea is that static reference knowledge can be leveraged for fusion. DAML ontologies like OpenCyc and DAML knowledge Semantic interoperability between legacy systems is also a major recurring problem with joint and coalition force operations. Web services are being advocated by industry as an advantageous approach for integrating existing enterprise systems. However, the web service approach still suffers from the problem of semantics buried in procedural code. To overcome this problem, significant efforts are under way to apply Semantic Web concepts to web services. The longterm goal of these efforts are the development of selfintegrating systems. The basic idea is to ground the semantics of interfaces by linking the terms into ontologies and leverage these semantics to automatically find and execute appropriate services on demand. A group of researchers has developed a set of DAML ontologies for web services called DAML-S [15]. The design of DAML-S was influenced by AI planning research. DAML-S automates:
Web service discovery Find me a sensor that has the most recent imagery ofKabul. DAML-S consists of a service profile, a process model and a service grounding. The service profile describes the capabilities the service provides and enables inferencebased matchmaking. The process model describes how the service works (i.e., inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects) and the control flow. The service grounding describes how the service can be accessed. The grounding is implementation specific (e.g., SOAP, HTTP, CORBA IDL, Java M).
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DAML-S is designed to work with the lower level W3C Web Services Description Language (WSDL). DAML-S is an important step towards self-integrating systems.
The Lockheed Martin DAML team has built a prototype of a system that uses DAML-S to integrate intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) services for intelligence preparation of the battlefield. The architecture is shown in Figure 3 . An imagery agent and a Synthetic Aperture Radar ( S A R ) agent register advertisements for currently available services with the DAh4L-S matchmaker. The imagery agent registers inputs that it accepts such as 1atitudeAongitude and image resolution in meters. The SAR agent registers additional required inputs such as frequency band. The Semantic Operational Net Assessment Tool [ 111 determines a course of action (e.g., destroy target X) and requests supporting imagery. The ISR agent communicates with the matchmaker to identify appropriate services and to invoke services. The CMU DAML team developed a prototype DAML-S matchmaker for use on the web [16] . An advertisement matches a request when the advertisement describes a service that is sufficiently similar to the service Figure 3 : Prototype DAML-S Architecture requested. The matching algorithm is described in detail in [ 171. This prototype system demonstrates the feasibility of the DAML-S semantic interoperability approach. Further experiments are needed to assess how well this approach scales up to real world environments.
SEMANTIC WEB CHALLENGES AND RESEARCH
This section will discuss some technical and transition challenges that have been identified in the DAML program and explain ongoing research that is focused on addressing these challenges. These challenges include ontology engineering, markup creation, scalability and ontology mapping/translation.
Ontology Engineering
Semantic Web technology sounds like a silver bullet -what hurdles do I have to overcome to make the magic happen? The development and maintenance of ontologies is fundamentally difficult. Ontologies that take advantage of the expressiveness of Semantic Web languages become complex quickly. Another problem is that ontologies evolve and markup refers to specific versions of ontologies, so there needs to be a systematic way to manage change on the Semantic Web [18] .
There are two main approaches that have been investigated to overcome the problems of the complexity of ontologies. The first approach is to develop tools that check the consistency of the knowledge represented in ontologies. The Lockheed Martin D M team has developed ConsVISor, which takes DAML ontologies as input and reasons with the formal semantics of DAML to identify contradictory declarations in ontologies [19] [20] . This type of tool is especially useful for the Semantic Web where ontologies import other ontologies and ontologies are developed by extending existing ontologies.
The second main approach has been to investigate visualization techniques for ontologies. Most of the visualization research has focused on developing Unified Modeling Language (UML) fiont-ends for DAML [21] . There are many advantages to using UML for ontology development: 0 UML is a graphical notation based on many years of experience in software analysis and design by a variety of companies in a wide spectrum of industries and domains.
UML is an open standard maintained by the Object Management Group (OMG). UML has standard mechanisms for defining extensions for specific application contexts such as ontology modeling. UML is widely adopted in industry and taught in many university courses. UML is supported by widely-adopted CASE tools. Real-world industrial agent-based systems need to interact with legacy enterprise systems, which often have existing UML models.
The main problem with using UML for DAhK is that there are significant semantic incompatibilities between the two modeling languages. For example, UML does not have a first-class concept of an "association" (analogous to a "property" in DAML). Associations in UML can only exist in the context of two or more classes. Properties in DAML are first-class elements that can be defined in an ontology without reference to classes. If a DAML ontology states that ''company owns vehicle" and "person owns dog", "owns" is the same property, whereas they would be different associations in a UML model. We expect that future standardization efforts will resolve these semantic incompatibility issues.
Finally, another problem is that many mainstream s o h a r e practitioners think procedurally rather than declaratively and do not have the necessary education in knowledge representation and logic. Typical programmers are trained to think about algorithms (i.e., the concrete solution space) and many have trouble assimilating object-oriented analysis (OOA), which focuses on the abstract problem space.
Ontology engineering requires declarative thinking like OOA and an understanding of the reasoning that will make use of the knowledge in the ontologies and markup. This problem can only be solved by education and training. Good practitioner-oriented textbooks are clearly needed to support the mindset change from procedural to declarative thinking.
Markup Creation
How much is it going to cost to do markup? The creation of markup from unstructured text sources such as web pages is tedious and time-consuming. Anyone who produces documents on a regular basis (e.g., intelligence analyst, commander) or has a large quantity of legacy documents needs some form of automated markup assistance. The Lockheed Martin DAML team has experimented with the application of information extraction technology to reduce the effort required for markup. They have built a tool called AeroDAML, which automatically generates markup for a number of common domain-independent classes and properties 1221 [23] . The author can do markup additions and corrections to the output of AeroDAML via a drag and drop markup tool such as OntoMat 1241. The processing of raw text is very difficult but sufficient levels of precision and recall are being attained to make this automated assistance approach worthwhile. AeroDAML can also be customized for domain-specific markup generation. 
Ontology Mapping and Translation
Will the inevitable prolifeation of ontologies really solve the semantic interoperability problem? The answer is clearly no. The widespread adoption of ontologies only gets the use of explicit semantics. The other major challenge is mapping fiom one agent's ontology to another agent's ontology. The approaches to solve this problem range from static manually created ontology mappings to dynamic ondemand agent-based negotiation of ontology mappings.
AeroDAh4L provides a drag-and-drop tool to create static ontology mappings and also includes predefined mappings to popular ontologies. These AeroDAML tools support the generation of markup based on a target ontology that is chosen by the user. Our experience with ontology mapping shows that it is difficult task. Often classes ffom one ontology are not exact matches for classes in another ontology. Finding good property mappings is even harder.
An alternative general approach is to map ontologies that you control to large domain-independent upper ontologies such as OpenCyc [28] or SUMO [29] . The theory is that if a critical mass of ontologies is mapped to these reference ontologies then automatic translation will be facilitated. Another approach is to store mappings in a library that can be chained together by an ontology translation server [30] . Other DAML researchers have developed a rule-based approach to map ontologies [3 11. Robust real-world dynamic ontology translation appears to be feasible but it is still a long-term research goal.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have briefly described Semantic Web technologies and discussed potential applications to aerospace. The prototype system discussed in section 3 demonstrates the feasibility of the DAML-S semantic interoperability approach. We explained challenges and corresponding research. We believe that Semantic Web technology will become mainstream information technology and that it will be gradually adopted by the aerospace community. Despite the research challenges presented in this paper, we believe it is worth beginning to adopt this technology now.
